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ABSTRACT 
So far there has been no analysis of multigrid methods applied to singularly 
perturbed Dir&let boundary-value problems. Only for periodic boundary conditions 
does the Fourier transformation (mode analysis) apply, and it is not obvious that the 
convergence results carry over to the Dirichlet case, since the eigenfunctions are quite 
different in the two cases. In this paper we prove a close relationship between 
multigrid convergence for the easily analysable case of periodic conditions and the 
convergence for the Dirichlet case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are results about the convergence of multigrid iterations for quite 
general problems [2, 61. However, they do not yield a uniform convergence 
rate with respect to increasing singular perturbation. In such a situation one 
often studies a pde problem with constant coefficients and periodic boundary 
conditions. The analysis of this model problem is also called “local mode 
analysis” [3, 41. 
For unperturbed boundary-value problems like - Au = f in the unit 
square, the choice of the kind of boundary condition (periodic or Dirichlet) is 
not essential. The eigenfunctions of the difference schemes are exp[ im( vx + 
p y)] in the periodic case and sin(vnx)sin(p.wx) for Dirichlet’s condition. The 
local mode analysis uses the complex Fourier transformation, while the real 
Fourier transformation is applied in the Dir&let case. It is not surprising that 
the close relationship of expjia(vx + py)] and sin(vnx)sin(prrmx) implies 
almost the same convergence results of the multigrid iteration applied to the 
respective discrete equations. 
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Another situation arises in the case of singular perturbation problems. In 
this paper we restrict our considerations to the one-dimensional problem 
-sU”(X)+U’(X)=f(X) in(-l,+l), u(fl)=O. (1.1) 
Replacing the Dirichlet boundary condition by the periodic one, we obtain 
- &U”(X)+ u’(x) = f(x) in (-1, +l); 
u(-l)=u(l), u’(-l)=u’(l). (1.2) 
As again exp(ivmx) are the eigenfunctions in the periodic case, the multigrid 
iteration can be analysed by means of the Fourier transformation (i.e. by the 
local mode analysis). Is the behavior of the multigrid convergence in the 
periodic case (1.2) close to the convergence behavior in the case (l.l)? A 
positive answer is not obvious, since the eigenfunctions of Equation (1.1) are 
e ~ x’2’sin[Vr(x - 1)/2]. The weighting factor e -X/2E reflects the presents of 
the boundary layer. Also the related scalar products (u, v) = juu & (periodic 
case) and (u, v) = /e - “1% dx are quite different. 
Hitherto, no analysis of a multigrid method for the very simple problem 
(1.1) has been given, to say nothing of more complicated problems. The 
difficulty is caused by the fact that it is not possible to use the eigenfunctions 
e - r/2E sin( . . * ) and th e corresponding weighted scalar product for an analy- 
sis of the multigrid iteration. The first reason is that the exponent r/2& of the 
weighting function becomes hdependent in the discrete case with step size h. 
The second reason is that the usual restrictions and prolongations within the 
multigrid process are no longer symmetric with respect to the new scalar 
product. Therefore, the transformation by means of the functions 
e _ X/sE sin( . . . ) d oes not transform the iteration matrix into a block-diagonal 
matrix as in the standard case (cf. [5], [13]). 
The preceding considerations underline the necessity of studying the 
convergence of the multigrid iteration for Equation (1.1) and, in particular, 
the relation between the convergence behavior in the respective cases (1.1) 
and (1.2). Such a result is given in this paper. As a side issue we mention that 
the presented proof technique is the first one that applies to the lexicographi- 
cal Gauss-Seidel iteration as smoothing iteration in the Dirichlet case. 
The periodic case is studied in Section 2. We consider two typical 
discretizations of the perturbation term u’ in Equation (1.1): the backward 
difference and the centered difference with possible additional “artificial 
viscosity.” The multigrid iteration is defined in Section 2.2. For the backward- 
and centereddifference schemes we use different variants of the Gauss-Seidel 
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iteration. The Fourier analysis is recalled in Section 2.3. Its results are 
discussed in Section 2.4. 
Section 3 is devoted to the Dirichlet boundary condition. In Section 3.2 it 
is proved that a certain norm of the twogrid iteration matrix in the Dirichlet 
case equals the spectral norm of the iteration matrix in the periodic case plus 
a matrix of rank 1. This relationship enables the computations of contraction 
numbers < 1 for the Dirichlet problem as reported in Section 3.3. 
2. ANALYSIS IN THE PERIODIC CASE 
2.1. L3iscretization 
Equation (1.1) is replaced by the system 
42% = fh 3 (2.1) 
where h denotes the step size 
h = l/N (Neven) (2.2) 
The matrix L, represents a difference scheme hp “[ - ah b, - c,], where 
(h-2[ -ofi b, -c&&r) 
=h-2{-u,,~,,(~-h)+bh~,,(~)-c,,~,,(~+h)} 
for x = vh, v E Z. Discretizing the perturbation u’(x) by the backward 
difference h-‘[ - 1 1 O]u,, we obtain 
a,=e+h, b, = 2~ + h, Ch = E. (2.3,) 
This scheme is known to be stable for alI E > 0 and h > 0. The centered 
diffmence (2h) ~ ‘[ - 1 0 l]u, = u’ leads us to the scheme 
h h 
ah=eh+-, 
2 
b,=2q,, Ch = &h - - 
2 (2.3n) 
with we&known difficulties if .sh is too small. In particular, (2.3,,) yields an 
M-matrix L, only if the ratio xh = h/q, satisfies 
x h= h42. 
&h 
(2.4 
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The notation E,, instead of E indicates that E,, might be chosen larger than E 
from (1.1). In the latter case it is said that the scheme (2.3,,) contains 
“artificial viscosity.” 
REMABX 2.1. The scheme (2.3,) can be regarded as special case of (2.3,,) 
with~,,:=~+h/2. 
‘Ibis remark does not extend to the two-dimensional problem 
- &AU + u, = f, 
where the analogues of (2.3,) and (2.3,,) are 
--E 
-& 1 
(backward ifference), 
;-Eh 1 (centered difference). 
2.2. Mu&grid Iteration 
We start with the twc-qid iteration. It consists of a “smoothing step” and 
“coarse-grid correction.” The former step requires the choice of a suitable 
“smoothing iteration” lh: 
(2.5) 
Sh is the iteration matrix of the iteration {h. In the cases (2.3,) and (2.3,,) we 
choose Gauss-Seidel iterations based on different orderings: 
lh : Gauss-Seidel iteration with lexicographical ordering 
(h-1,2h-l,..., 1 - h, 1) of the grid points; (2%) 
{h :Gauss-Seidel iteration with “red-black’ ordering 
(h -1,3h -l,..., l-3h,l-h,2h-1,4h-1 ,.a., l-2h,l). (2%) 
The coarse-grid correction requires a “restriction” r from the h-grid onto the 
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2h-grid and a “prolongation” p in the opposite direction. The most natural 
choice is 
(ru,J(x) =~u~(x - h)+$+,(x)+fu,(x + h) (X = 2vh), (2.7) 
The twogrid iteration is defined by 
UX : given j th iterate; 
Uh : result of v steps of iteration {,, applied to ux; (2.9a) 
ux+‘: = Iih - pL,-,‘r(L,S, - fh). (2.9b) 
The “coarse-grid matrices” L = (2 3 ) 
. I an 
d (2 3 ) 
. II , res 
pecbve; ,rh) - ’ [ - u2h b2h - C2hl corresponding to 
3 
a2h = e+2h, bzh = 2E -k 2h, c2,, = E, (2.10, > 
a2h = &2h +h, b2h = 2E2h > c2h = &2h - h (2.1%, > 
with &ah possibly larger than &h. 
The multigrid iteration is the iteration (2.9a, b) if we replace the exact 
solution of Lshus,, = gsh: = r(&,i&, - fh) by a few multigrid iterations in the 
2 h-grid (cf. [6, 131). This approach requires auxiliary step sizes 4 h, 8h,. . . , too. 
In the case of (2.3,,) and (2.10,,) one obtains the same ratios xh: = h/q, = 
X2h: = 2h/e2h at two consecutive levels if Eh and &sh are related by 
E 2h = 2&h. (2.11) 
This choice ensures that L,#sh = gsh is an equation with the same strength 
of perturbation as the original problem Lhu,, = fh. 
In the following we shall restrict our considerations to the two-grid 
iteration (2.9a, b), since the multigrid convergence is closely related to the 
twogrid convergence (cf. [6]). 
2.3. Fourier Anulysis 
Let I.$, the set of all grid functions defined on {-l,h-l,...,l-h}. 
tlh E t.Jh may be regarded as a 2periodically extended function on the infinite 
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grid hZ. For example, we write uh( - 1 - h) instead of u,(l - h). The scalar 
product on U,, is 
2N-1 
(uf&)= c Uh(-l+Yh)Oh(-l+Vh) I 
v=o 
The constant function with value 1 at all grid points is denoted by I. The 
space orthogonal to I is denoted by 
Equation (2.1), Lhuh = fh, can only be solved if fh E Uhpr. Furthermore, the 
solution of Equation (2.1) becomes unique under the condition uh E UhPr. The 
Fourier transformation of uh E Uh is 6, with 
uh(x)= f fih(p)eipnX (x = vh, v E Z). (2.12) 
p=l-N 
The twogrid iteration (2.9) can be written as 
.;+l = Mhu; + Nh fhr (2.13) 
where the iteration matrix Mh is 
M, = Mh( V) = c,s;l , c, = 1 - pL&,$L, . (2.14) 
S, is the iteration matrix of {h [cf. (2.5)]. L;t is defined as mapping from Uar 
onto U,R"'. For the following analysis it is convenient to extend L, and L&r 
onto Uh = UhPr $ span(d) by 
Lhd =a, L,-,la =i. (2.15) 
These definitions together with pd = 1, rd = 1 imply Chd = 0. 
The frequency /.k in (2.12) varies in Z aN (integers module 2N ). Define the 
set of “low frequencies” by 
I low 
= +_; ,...)f . 
i ) 
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Each p E ZIO, can be associated with a “high frequency” p’ = p + N E Z,, \ 
ZlOW It will turn out that the subspace 
spm { &TX, eia’nx } , E"EZlOW~ $=/A+ N, 
is invariant under multiplication by the iteration matrix M,. Therefore, the 
Fourier transformation of Equation (2.13) into 
leads us to a blockdiagonal matrix 
A&, = blockdiag { &Zip) } p E I,,, (2.16) 
with 2 X 2 matrices Mp). The proof of the representation (2.16) follows from 
(2.17) 
The block matrices can be verified to be 
$j(P) = 1 cos2 P!! 2 = P-h ~ 1 ’ i;(P) sin 2 sin2 2 1 , (2.18) 
2 
ip)=h-2&ag{ _ahe-i~nh+ b -Chei~nh, 
h 
ahe -ipnh + b, + cheipLnh} (p # 0), (2.19) 
&~=(2h)-2(-a2hf?~ip2nh+b2h-C2heip2nh) (PLO), (2.20) 
@I= h-‘diag{ h2,ah + b,, + ch}, Lfi=l (P = o), (2.21) 
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The blocks $‘) of the smoothing iterations (2.6,) and (2.6,,) are 
i 
c eiwh 
Sp)=&ag h 
c eivh 
h 
bh_ahe-Wh’- bh+ahe-Wrh ’ 
i 
(2.22) 
The representation (2.16) implies 
LEMMA 2.2. The spectral rwrm of Mh = Mb(v) equals 
iiMhii = I@hll = $y b%i% 
ow 
The formulae (2.17)-(2.22) show that the 2 X 2 matrix &!,P) depends on 
the product pmh only. We rewrite tiip) as A$prh). Note that lim5,,@c)= 
ML’) by the definition (2.21). Since { pLnh: p E ZIO, } c [ - 7r/2, + 7r/2], one 
concludes from Lemma 2.2 the estimate stated in 
LEMMA 2.3. iIMh(V>ll G malt1 d ,,/z llfit5)ll for all h. 
The estimate is sharp because I] Mhll approaches the right-hand side as 
h -+ 0, h/e = const. 
2.4. Results of the Fourier Analysis 
We present the results in 
Case I: difference schemes (2.3,), (2.10,); 
smoothing iteration (2.6,); 
and in 
Case ZZ: difference schemes (2.3,,), (2.10,,); 
smoothing iteration (2.6,,). 
In case I define the contraction number 
since the right-hand side in Lemma 2.3 depends on 
x=h/E 
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TABLE1 
CONTRACTION NUMBERS &,(X) FOR CASE 1 
x 0 0.1 0.5 . 
ll(x) $i/3 0.425 0.348 O.i6 
2.0 10.0 + 00 
0.212 0.069 + 0 
L(x) 0.2 0.178 0.122 0.099 0.072 0.022 + 0 
and on the choice of v (the number of smoothing iterations). Some values of 
I,( X) are shown in Table 1. The worst case is x = 0, which is equivalent to the 
discretization of the unperturbed equation - u” = J Hence, one obtains 
PROPOSITION 2.4. In case Z the estimates ]]M,(l)]] 6 a/3 = 0.47 and 
l]M,J2)1] < 0.2 hold for all h and all E > 0. 
Proposition 2.4 implies uniform twogrid convergence for all h and E. Of 
course the contraction number ]]Mh]] is a too pessimistic measure of the 
convergence. In fact the estimate p(M,(l)) < 4 can be proved for the 
convergence rate. 
The reason l,(x) + 0 (x + co) is that the larger x is, the better the 
Gauss-Seidel iteration (2.6,) works. In particular, for x = co (i.e. E = 0) one 
step of the Gauss-Seidel iteration yields the exact result. This would not be 
true if we inverted the ordering of the grid points. Applying the Gauss-Seidel 
iteration from right to left, we would obtain a very poor or even divergent 
twogrid iteration. This fact has severe consequences for the two-dimensional 
case. The Gauss-Seidel iteration ch has to follow the flow direction (cf. [3]). 
This is often inconvenient, and one would prefer a multigrid method admit- 
ting Gauss-Seidel iterations of any ordering, e.g. of the neutral choice in 
(2% ). 
In case II with esh = 2~ the contraction numbers [i( xh), x,, = h/eh = x2,, 
= 2h/ezh, are given in Table 2. Although xh = 2 yields a reasonable dif- 
ference scheme [cf. (2.4)], not only the contraction number but also the 
spectral radius is > I for %h 2 2. The divergence is not the result of the 
“wrong” choice esh = 2&h. The values in Table 2 marked by an asterisk 
cannot be improved by any choice of us,,. These values are ]lfi( 7r/2)]1= 
Q/T/ l+ xh 4 2, which are obviously independent of x2,, or Q,. The choice 
EC_,,, = &,, (instead of Es,, = 2&h) does improve the other contraction numbers of 
TABLE2 
%h = X2h 
ldxh) 
CONTIUCTION NUMBERS 11( Xh) FOR CASE 11 WITH EZ,, = 2Eh 
2.0 1.5 1.148 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.1 -+ 0 
a* $* 0.707 0.662 0.630 0.623 0.622 0.626 0.684 + l/a 
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TABLE 3 
CONTRACTION NUMBERS 11( SC,,) FOR CASE 11 WITH Q,, = E,, 
x,, = xz,,/2 2.0 1.5 1.148 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.1 + 0 
SI(Xh) a +?d 0.662 0.565 0.484 0.456 0.435 0.418 0.386 +0.385 
Table 2, as can be seen from Table 3. These numbers clearly indicate the 
strategy of choosing us,, (and Q,,, es,,, . . . in the multigrid case). If xh >, 0.6, the 
choice .Q, = E,,, implying x2,, > 1.2, would cause too poor a convergence of 
the multigrid process in the e/r-grid. In that case xsh = xh (i.e. .ss,, = 2~) is 
required. Only if xh < 0.6 may we choose esh closer to Q, since then the 
convergence in the h-grid is improved while xsh < 0.6 guarantees the applica- 
bility of the multigrid iteration in the coarser grid. The resulting definition of 
~~~ is
&2h =IIX&X = IIUX(Eh,3.3h). (2.23) 
Using this definition also for &lh, Es,,,..., we can ensure xs’h < max(0.6, xh) 
fori=1,2,... . 
PROPOSITION 2.5. In case II with &h < &2h < 2&h the estimate IjMh(l)[] < 
l/a holds fm all xh = h/E,, d 1.148. 
The contraction numbers 12(x) for v = 2 (two smoothing steps per 
iteration) and xh = xsh are exhibited in Table 4. 
3. ANALYSIS IN THE DIRICHLET CASE 
3.1. LGcretizatim and Notation 
The Dirichlet problem (1.1) is discretized by the same difference schemes 
as in Section 2.1. The solution is in 
u,f= {z)h: uh(+l)=o} cu,. 
TABLE 4 
CONTRACTION mm {2( xh) m CASE 11 FOR &c,h = 2&h 
xh = X2h 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.2 40 
&ixh) fi 0.590 0.460 0.476 0.512 0.610 + l/6 
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We shall extensively use the fact that the orthogonal projection 
Qh: U, + Uhpe’, Qhuh: = uh (34 
is a one-to-one mapping from Ut onto UhPr. 
From now on the symbols 
S,,C,, M, [cf. (2.6), (2.14)] 
denote the respective matrices for the Dirichlet boundary condition, whereas 
the matrices in the periodic case are renamed 
3.2. Relationship of M,, and Mr 
AsS,,:U;+U;andSK”‘:Uhp’ 
and Q,,SKe’Q,,: Uh” 
+ U,,, one has to compare Q,, S, : Uf + Uhpr 
+ &PI. The following considerations are based on 
LEMMA 3.1. In case Z (I$ Section 2.4) the identity 
Q/A, = t?~S~Qh + Q/P’/&‘; 
holds, where the vectors wh and &, are given by 
(3.2) 
wh(-l+Yh)=(ah/bh)Y=($$-)Y (0<V<2&1), (3.&I) 
$h= [Z-(Sr)T]eOEUhPe’ 
with e,,( + 1) = 1, e,,(x) = 0 otherwise. (3.3b) 
Proof. Set i)h = f&u,, E u,f with vh( k 1): = 0. By definition of the 
Gauss-Seidel iteration (2.6,) the function l)h fulfils 
vh(x) = 
ahvh(x - h)+ChUh(X + h) 
bh 
(x=h-1,2h-l,..., l-h). 
(3.4) 
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Set 
UT: = QhUh, or: = sK”‘uR”‘, sq$: =u~-Uh=al 
with a = (1, u,,)/2N. By definition or satisfies 
ujy( 2) = 
UhUfy( x - h) + ChUKe’( x + h) 
bh 
(x=h-1,2/I-l,..., l-44 
(3.5) 
By (3.4) and (3.5) the difference 
&Ih: =ur-uh 
fUlfiIS 
6u,( x) = 
a,6u,( x - h) + c&4,(x + h) 
bh 
(r=h-1,2/z--l)..., l-h). 
(3.6) 
As ah + ch = bh, the constant function au,, = al is a solution of 
th,,(x) = - 
ah6uh( x - h) + chhh( x + h) 
bh 
(x=h-1,2h-l,...) l-h,l). (3.7) 
Set zh: = 6uh - k+,, and subtract (3.7) from (3.6): 
Xh(X) = 
a&(X - h)+o 
bh 
= ahzh(x - h) 
bh 
(x=/v-l,...,l-h). 
Hence zh has the representation zh( - 1+ vh) = (ah/bh)vzh( - l), or 
zh = z,,( - l)toh 
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with w,, from (3.3a). Since Q,,k+, = (YQ,, 1 = 0, we have 
QhShuh = Qhvh = Qh( vR”’ - Sv,) = Qh( SR"'uR"' - au, + xh) 
= ~~%%% + Qh% = Q&?Qh%z + zh( - 1&P+,. 
From uh( - 1) = l)h ( - 1) = 0 we conclude 
.&( - 1) = h,( - I)- b,( - 1) 
= [uK”‘(-I)-u,(-I)]-[uR”‘(-I)-u,(-l)] 
=UfP'(-I)-UR"'(-l)={[z-SR"']QhUh}(-1) 
=(e,,[z-S~]Q,u,)=(~,,Uh) 
With e, and $h = Qh+,, from (3.3b). 
A similar result can be obtained in case II: 
LEMMA 3.2. In case ZZ (cf. Section 2.4) the identity (3.2) holds with 
wh(kl)=l, wh( x) = 0 otherwise; (3.8a) 
I 
(a~+c~)/b~ if x=*1 
+hb) = 
- c;/b; if x=-1+2h 
- a;/b; 
I 
EUhPer, 
(3.8b) 
if x=1-2h 
0 elsewhere 
Proof. Apply QhSh and QhSrQh to the unit vector e, with ei( - 1 + ih) 
= 1, ei(x) = 0 otherwise. If i is odd, the first half step of the Gauss-Seidel 
iteration (2.6,,) annihilates the nonzero coefficient: QhShf?i = QhSrQhei = 0, 
proving~h(-l+ih)=Oforoddi.Ifiisevenandintheinterv~[-l+4h,1 
-4h], then QhS,,ei and QhSR”‘Qhei equal the vector 
Q,, . . ..0.“;4 2 b2,b , 9 +$,%... (3.9) 
h h h h 
f 
x= -l+ih 
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demonstrating $I~( - 1+ ih) = 0. It remains to discuss the cases i = 2 and 
i=2N-2. Let i=2. Then QhSrQh s e is again the vector (3.9), whereas 
QhS,es has a zero at x = - 1 instead of ct/bg. Hence 
QAe2 = QhSK"'Qhe2 - $Q w - h h  Q&?=Qhez + Qh&ieza h 
The case i = 2N - 2 (i.e. x = 1 - 2h) is analogous. The definition of +h( k 1) is 
irrelevant, since $h is multiplied by some uh E Ui with uh( + 1) = 0. The 
choice of +h( f 1) is uniquely determined by $h E vhPr. n 
We recall the definition of the coarse-grid matrices C, and Cr [cf. 
(2.14)]: 
c, = z - pLih%L, in uf, 
CK”’ = z - p”‘( L$y) -5p”‘LK” in UhFr. 
LEMMA~.~. Q$#,=c~Q~ in ca.seZandcaseZZ. 
Proof. Let u,, E Vi be arbitrary. By Lrl = 0 one has 
(LhUh)b) = (LKe’uh)b) = (J%%)huh)b) 
for x=h-1,2/z-l,..., l-h. 
Hence the restrictions r and r P= yield d 2h : = &,t$, and dE : = T perLrQ$4h 
with 
b,(X) = GW for x=2h-1,4h-l,..., l-4h,l-2h. 
Since the values d,,( f 1) play no role in the Dirichlet case, we may identify 
d,, and drhr E f-J F=r The coarse-grid SOhhOnS t&, = 2h 2h L-ld EUZOhandvE= 
(‘%?- ‘dsr, E Uibr’differ by a multiple of 1. Thus, 
per = 
v2h Q 2hV2h 
follows. Set oh: = pv,, and vper: = p%2~, and note that ppe’: u2r + uhFr 
and ppe’d =d imply pp”‘Qzh = QhpP”‘: 
VT: = P”‘vzi? = ?‘p”rQzhV2h = Q/,PP"'V2, = QhpVzh, 
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where the last step uses p = ppe’ on Us\. Hence, we have 
Q,pL,-,‘rL,u, = UK”’ = p”‘( Lg) - ‘rFrL~Qhuh 
proving Q,, pL$,%Lh = p p*( Lg ) - ‘r “‘LrQ,, and Q,,C,, = CrQh. W 
Combining Lemmata 3.1 to 3.3 and recalling Mb(v) = C,S;I [cf. (2.14)], 
one obtains for v = I the relation 
Qd’4t(l) = QhChSh = cR”‘Qh% =CK”’ [ Qh%‘% + Qwd,] 
= MRer(l)Q,a + Cf%Wh& -
Hence, we have proved 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Assume case I or case II with v = 1. Then the two-grid 
iteration matrices Mh (associated with Z?irichlet condition) and Mr (associ- 
ated with periodic condition) are related by 
Qh Mh(1) =W'WQ, + cRe’%%‘t’?, (3.10) 
with wh and C#J~ E uhFr f&m (3.3a, b) (case I) or (3.8a, b) (case II), 
respectively. 
In the introduction we raised the question: What is a suitable norm (or 
scalar product) in the Dir-i&let case? The approach of this chapter leads us to 
the choice of 
IIbhltl: = IIQh%ll = (QArQA)1’2~ 
which is obviously a norm on UC. The associated matrix norm is denoted by 
Ill- Ill) too: 
lIlAIll: = suP 
lllAuhlll 
II,~~III :O+ uh E uh” 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.4 the contrac- 
tion number of the two-grid iteration in the L?irichlet case equals 
lll”h(l)lll = II”r!-(l)+ (??%Wh&, 11. (3.11) 
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Proof. For any u,, E Uf the estimate 
is valid. Further, the equality sign holds for an appropriate uh E Vf. n 
LEMMA 3.6. The spectral rwrm of a matrix A + xyT can be estimated by 
(9 IIA + xyTll G VII+ h 6, = llxll Ilvll; 
(ii) [IA + xyTl12 G [IAll + S,, where 
82 = ~W1211~l12 + (AY> x)1 
+ ~~11~11211~112 + ll~l1211~l12(A~~ ~)+min(ll~l1211Ayl12, ll~ll~llA~~ll~) ; 
(iii) llA+ zyTl14 B [IAll + S,, 6, the spectral radius of a certain 4x4 
matrix. 
Proof. Inequality (i) is obvious. (ii) follows from 
11 A + xyTl12 = I[( AT + yx’)( A + xyT) II= II ATA + yxTA + IIxII~YY~ + ATxyTll 
< ll AlI2 + llvxTA + IIxII~YY~ + ATxyTll 
and the analogous estimate of llA+ xyTl12 = ll(A+ xyT)(AT+ yxT)II. The 
same procedure yields 
IV + XyTl14 = II[( AT + yxT)(A + “yT)j2 11 G llAl14 + 11~411~ 
where D4 = [(AT + yxT)(A + xyT)12 - ( ATA) is a matrix of rank 4. Thus, 
6,=~~D4(~isthespectralradius0fa4X4matrix. n 
Setting 
A = I@‘=(l), x = CKe’Q,,w,, , y=+h, (3.12) 
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we can apply Lemma 3.6 to the right-hand side of Equation (3.11). Note that 
11412 = llWt=Y1)11 2 is known from Section 2, while I?,, S,, S, can immediately 
be evaluated, since x and y are explicitly known. a,,,,, depends on N= l/h 
and x = h/e (or xh = h/eh). A first necessary requirement for a uniform 
estimate jllM,,lll < 1 is the uniform boundedness of a,,,,, for all N. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. In case Z and in ca.se ZZ (xh = h/q, constant) the 
number 6, evaluated for (3.12) is uniformly bounded for all N = l/h (and for 
all x = h/e in case I). 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove IIxII, II yll Q const < cc for all N. In case II 
the definitions (3.8a, b) imply ll~~ll = 1, II&II < 2, from which IIxII, llyll < const 
follows. In case I the estimate llyll= ll@hll < 2 is obvious, whereas l120h,112 < (2 
+ ~)~/(3+2x) is not uniform with respect to x = h/e. However, [lx/l = 
IjC~Qhwhll does not increase to infinity as x + co, since for x + cc the 
functions wh become smoother and the coarse-grid correction CR”’ is increas- 
ingly efficient. A longer exercise shows 
11412 = IICRerQhWhl12 
with 
,cj= (k1)b2N), 
yN-1 
Aza2N-2 
from which I Ix I I < const can be concluded for all x . n 
In the next subsection the numbers S2 and S, from Lemma 3.6 are 
evaluated for various parameters. 
In the case of v = 2 the same technique applies. The counterpart of 
Proposition 3.5 is 
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PROPOSITION 3.8. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.4 the contrac- 
tion number 111 M,,(Z)(ll of the two-grid iteration equals 
lll%(2)111= ll%‘-t2) + W-=WWw& 
+CRe’QhWh[QhSRe’~*+(wh~~h)~h]TII. (3.13) 
The right-hand side of (3.13) is of the form A + xyr + x’y’r. Its norm can 
be estimated by 
]]A + xyr+ x’y’*]12 G ]]A]12 + S,, (3.14) 
where &, = ]]D4]] is th e norm of the matrix D4 = (AT + yxT + ~‘x’~)(A + xyT 
+ ~‘y’~)- ATA of rank 4 [cf. Lemma 3.6(m)]. 
3.3. Contraction Numbers in the Dirichkt Case 
Table 5 contains the numbers 6, and S, from Lemma 3.6 in case I. More 
precisely, the values in Table 5 are the maximal 6’s taken over h E 
{ Q, &, hi, & }. It turns out that the dependence of S2 4 on h = l/N is hardly 
noticeable. From these values S2 4 and from the bounds of I) MT(l)11 given in 
Table 1 one obtains the bounds on ]]I M,(l)~~~ according to Lemma 3.6. 
These numbers show the counterpart of Proposition 2.4 in the case of 
Dirichlet boundary conditions: 
PROPOSITION 3.8. In case Z with Dirichlet boundary condition the esti- 
mate 
lll%(~)lll G c < 1 (3.15) 
holds independently of h and E > 0. 
TABLE 5 
VALUES OF 82,40 AND BOUNDS ON lllit’fh(l)lll IN CASE 1 
“Cf. Lemma 3.6. 
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TABLE6 
VALUES OF 8, AND UPPER BOUNDS ON lllM/,(2)111 IN CASE 1 
x 1 10 -' 0.1 0.5 1.0 2.0 10.0 + co 
8, 0.079 0.064 0.054 0.060 0.077 0.051 -+ 0 
lll~hwll G 0.345 0.309 0.263 0.264 0.287 0.226 -+ 0 
The inequality (3.15) proves uniform convergence of the twogrid itera- 
tion. The bound suggested by Table 5 is c = 0.55. 
The respective results of (3.13), (3.14) for v = 2 can be found in Tables 6 
and 7. 
In Proposition 2.5 we stated IIMr(l)j[ < l/a for all x,, < 1.148. From 
the first part of Table 7 we conclude 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Consider case ZZ with Q,, = 2~ and v = 1 for the 
Dirichlet problem (1.1). The estimate (3.15) is valid for all h and all 
x,, = h/q, < 1.148. 
Proposition 3.5 suggests that ~~l~~/~ is an appropriate norm for the Dirichlet 
problem. Of course, this fact does not imply that other norms such as the 
Euclidean or a specially weighted norm are not suited. To decide this 
question we give an example confirming that Ill* 111 is well suited for this 
purpose, whereas the other norms are not. 
Consider the discrete Dirichlet problem of case II with xh = 1.0 and h = &. 
Lemma 2.2 results in 
IlMr(l) I( = 0.6575 (h = &), 
which agrees with the uniform bound 0.662 from Table 2. The lower and 
upper bounds on IIIM,(l)JII are (0.65754 f a4)l14. Since 8, = 0.0519 (see Table 
TABLE 7 
UPPER BOUNDS ON IIIii’fh(V)lll FOR V = 1,2 IN CASE 11 
Xh =x2,* 2.0 1.5 1.148 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.1 + 0 
6, 0.82 0.126 0.055 0.052 0.045 0.041 0.037 + 0.037 
lll~hwlll G 1.48 0.974 0.743 0.703 0.665 0.664 0.711 + 0.732 
%A = X2h 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 -+ 0 
8, 1.22 0.349 0.120 0.108 0.114 0.165 0.185 do.199 
lllwlGYll 6 1.80 0.835 0.576 0.578 0.614 0.733 0.783 -+ 0.836 
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7), 0.6062 < IIIA4,(1)111 G 0.6991 must hold for h = &. The exact computation 
yields 
lll%0)lll = O-667 (h=$). 
The spectral norm (matrix norm associated with the Euclidean vector norm) 
of M,(l) equals 
11&(l) II= 1.12 (h = $). 
Thus, convergence cannot be shown by contraction numbers with respect to 
the Euclidean norm. An even worse number, 
II&(l) I/,=1.18 (h=h), 
results for the matrix norm associated with the weighted norm suggested by 
Section 1: 
2N-1 
Iluhlli = c e-""hluh(- l+ vh)l’. 
v=l 
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